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Between 
JEJO INNOVATION LTD  (‘we’) 
Registered in England 08814387. 

And 
CUSTOMER NAME (‘you’) 
CUSTOMER ADDRESS 
as on the online order or written here. 

SUMMARY 

We'll always do our best to fulfil your needs and meet your expectations. Still, it's 
essential to have things written down so that we both know what's what, who 
should do what and when, and what will happen if something goes wrong. In this 
contract, you won't find any complicated legal terms or long passages of 
unreadable text. We've no desire to trick you into signing something that you 
might later regret. What we do want is what's best for both parties, now and in the 
future.  We’ve made this a readable document as best we could, but contact us if 
you have any questions; we would be happy to confirm or update any points. 

We design & develop software.  A web-site is one example of software.  By 
software, we mean code that runs on computers which format and display 
information and may process data to present and share other information. 

So in short; 

You CUSTOMER NAME, located at CUSTOMER ADDRESS ("You") are hiring us 
JEJO INNOVATION LTD ("We or Us") to design and develop software which may 
be one or more of the following, as in the online order: 

 a web site 
 an e-commerce site e.g. online shop, booking system 
 a progressive web app 
 a native Apple app 
 a native Android app 
 some other software 
 some other offline system 

For the estimated total price and/ or ongoing fee and/ or subscription as outlined 
in the order or previous correspondence. 

Of course, it's a little more complicated, but we'll get to that. 
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WHAT DO BOTH PARTIES AGREE TO? 

You 

You have the authority to enter into 
this contract on behalf of yourself, 
your company or your organisation. 

You'll give us the assets and 
information we tell you we need to 
complete the project. You'll do this 
when we ask and provide it in the 
formats we ask. 

You'll review our work, provide 
feedback and approval promptly too. 
Deadlines work two ways, so you'll 
also be bound by dates we set 
together. 

You also agree to stick to the 
payment schedule set out at the end 
of this contract.  

We 

We have the experience and ability 
to do everything we've agreed with 
you, and we'll do it all in a 
professional and timely manner. 

We'll endeavour to meet every 
deadline that's set. 

On top of that, we'll maintain the 
confidentiality of everything you give 
us, always. 

 

 

 

 

GETTING DOWN TO THE NITTY GRITTY… 

DESIGN 

We create software that adapts to the capabilities of many devices and screen 
sizes. We create designs iteratively starting with a general outline, and refining 
this. We may use visuals to indicate a creative direction (colour, texture and 
typography.) 

You'll have plenty of opportunities to review our work and provide feedback. We'll 
either share a Dropbox, Google Drive folder or Github repository or development 
site with you and we'll have regular, possibly daily contact. 
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GRAPHICS AND PHOTOGRAPHS  

If you require your own media included in our work, you should supply graphic 
files such as logos and icons in an editable, vector digital format. You should 
provide photographs in a high-resolution digital format as TIF, JPEG.  Icons should 
be provided in SVG format, or PNG 512px or larger. 

We may also provide photographs, icons, audio, music, and video (media) from 
our libraries as part of the project. 

If you choose to use or buy stock media we can suggest stock libraries. If you'd 
like us to provide unique media for you, we can provide a separate estimate for 
that. 

TEXT CONTENT 

Unless agreed separately, we're not responsible for inputting text or images into 
your software or creating every screen on your software. We provide professional 
copywriting and editing services, so if you'd like us to create new content or input 
content for you, we can provide a separate estimate for that. 

HTML, CSS AND JAVASCRIPT 

We deliver software types developed from HTML markup, CSS stylesheets for 
styling and unobtrusive JavaScript for feature detection, poly-fills and behaviours. 

FUNCTIONS 

We may develop one or more of the following different functions within the 
software: 

 As defined in an online order or written here  
 Home pages, other pages such as Contact, FAQ, About, Investor Relations, 

Shop home page etc 
 Contact forms 
 Calculation forms 
 Online shop with or without online payment & deliveries or collections 
 Barcode/ QR code scanning 
 Booking system with or without live availability and approval 
 Database Application 
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 Newsletter/ Bulk emailing system 
 Service Management system 
 Financial Accounting 
 Warehouse Management system 
 User & administrator accounts 

SYSTEM ACCEPTANCE 

At some point, we will ask for your acceptance of the work.  We will have tested 
the system to our own understanding of the agreed deliverables.  You should test 
the operation against the original requirements, including visual design and 
functions and refer to these original requirements when reporting any defects.. 

Web-site testing no longer means attempting to make screens look the same in 
all browsers and displays of different capabilities or on devices with different size 
screens. It does mean ensuring that a person's experience of a design should be 
appropriate to the capabilities of a browser or device. 

We may mutually agree for work to go-live depending on the extent of a defect, 
e.g. whether it is business-critical, minor or cosmetic, and an agreed remedy 
deadline. 

BROWSER TESTING 

Mobile browser testing using popular smaller screen devices is essential in 
ensuring that a person's experience of a design is appropriate to the capabilities 
of the device they're using. We test our designs in: 

• iOS latest version: Safari 
• iOS latest version: Google Chrome 
• Android latest version: Google Chrome 

We will not test on Blackberry, Opera Mini/Mobile, specific Android devices, 
Windows, tablets or other mobile browsers unless we agreed separately. If you 
need us to test using these, we can provide a separate estimate for that. 

Desktop browser testing is performed in: 

• Windows 10: Firefox 
• Windows 10: Google Chrome 
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We will not test on Blackberry, Opera Mini/Mobile, specific Android devices, 
Windows, tablets or other mobile browsers unless we agreed separately. If you 
need us to test using these, we can provide a separate estimate for that. 

DEFECTS 

Report any defects in the system within 2-weeks of the handover of the work.  Use 
the process for support, described below, so that we can review them efficiently 
and effectively. 

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION (SEO) 

The web screens that we develop are accessible to search engines. We don't 
guarantee a particular search engine ranking, that's down to Google.  We can 
provide a separate estimate for reviewing, reporting on and improving the ranking 
of any site. 

SOFTWARE PERFORMANCE 

Our systems are developed with concern for their performance, especially the 
main screen of a web-site.  We target that the home begins to load in under 3 
seconds, and fully loads in 3 – 5 seconds on a medium quality network for a 
mobile phone using 3G. (Yes, it’s a tough test that puts our sites above average 
performance.) 

We can also provide a separate estimate to optimise processes to obtain superior 
performance. 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT 

We use servers with a 99.99% guaranteed uptime (not just 99.9%, it might not 
seem much but it requires a whole magnitude of professionalism to attain this).  
Our hosting has regular backups – daily or more. Still, we're not a hosting 
company so we will pass on hosting issues to our hosting company and resolve 
problems with them.  You may already have professional hosting, or and you 
might even manage that hosting in-house; if you do, great. If you don't, we can set 
up an account for you at one of our preferred hosting providers. We can set up 
your site on a server, plus any statistics software such as Google Analytics and we 
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can provide a separate estimate for that. Then, the updates to, and management 
of that server will be up to you. 

It's important to distinguish general discussion from formal support and change 
requests that are important to your business.  Therefore, please follow the 
processes for these two types as defined below. 

SUPPORT 

Register all support requests or defect reports by email to support@jejo.biz or 
directly online at https://jejo.biz/support/ and reference the ticket number 
provided in all correspondence.  We welcome your phone call for ad-hoc, simple, 
quick questions by phone call or online chat if available. 

When registering support requests, it is most efficient if you provide details as 
defined on the support system. 

Provide the following information: 

• your contact information, 
• the degree of impact to the business, 
• the urgency and expected remedy date and time, 
• explanation of what you were hoping to happen, 
• what actually happened, 
• screen shots and details used at the time of any defect, 
• any error messages accurately quoted in full. 

We usually respond to requests within eight UK-business-hours. We can also 
provide a separate estimate to provide more responsive support, or remote 
support even with live access to your system. 

When we respond, we will seek to either provide either: 

• a remedy, or 
• a resolution for the issue. 

CHANGES 

We don't want to limit your ability to change your mind. The price at the beginning 
of this contract is based on the work that we estimate we'll need to accomplish 
everything you've told us you want to achieve.  We're happy to be flexible, if you 

mailto:support@jejo.biz
https://jejo.biz/support/
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change your mind or add anything new, that won't be a problem as we'll provide 
a separate estimate for that additional work. 

If you wish to request a change, register this by email to support@jejo.biz or 
directly online at https://jejo.biz/support/ and reference the ticket number 
provided in all correspondence.  Include the original order number or ticket 
number in the change request. 

LEGAL STUFF 

We'll carry out our work following good industry practice and at the standard 
expected from a suitably qualified person with relevant experience. 

That said, we can't guarantee that our work will be error-free and so we can't be 
liable to you or any third-party for any losses, even if you've advised us of them. 

Your liability to us will also be limited to the amount of fees payable under this 
contract. You won't be liable to us, or any third-party, for any losses, even if we've 
advised you of them. 

Finally, if any provision of this contract shall be unlawful, void, or unenforceable, 
then that shall not affect the validity of any remaining provisions. 

Phew. 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

Just to be clear, "Intellectual property rights" means: 

• all patents, 
• rights to inventions, 
• copyright (including rights in software) and related rights, 
• trademarks, 
• service marks, 
• get up and trade names, 
• internet domain names, 
• rights to goodwill or to sue for passing off, 
• rights in designs, 
• database rights, 
• rights in confidential information (including know-how) and 
• any other intellectual property rights, 

mailto:support@jejo.biz
https://jejo.biz/support/
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in each case whether registered or unregistered and 

• including all applications (or rights to apply) for, and 
• renewals or extensions of. 

Such rights and all similar or equivalent rights or forms of protection which subsist 
or shall subsist now or in the future in any part of the world. 

Blimey. 

First, you guarantee that all elements of text, images or other artwork you provide 
are either owned by your good selves or that you have permission to use them. 
When you provide text, images or other artwork to us, you agree to protect us 
from any claim by a third party that we're using their intellectual property. 

Likewise, we guarantee that all elements of the work we deliver to you are owned 
by us, or we've obtained permission to provide them to you. When we provide 
text, images or other artwork to you, we agree to protect you from any claim by a 
third party that you're using their intellectual property. 

Provided you've paid for the work, and that this contract hasn't been terminated, 
we'll assign all intellectual property rights to you as follows: 

• You may use the system.  
• You will not sell our system or pieces of this to others. 
• You own all intellectual property rights of text, images, site specification 

and data you provided unless someone else owns them. 
• We'll own any intellectual property rights we've developed before, and 

during this project. 
• We'll hold ownership of the unique combination of these elements that 

constitutes a complete design.  
• We license the complete design for you to use and in perpetuity for this 

project only unless we agree otherwise. 

DISPLAYING OUR WORK 

We love to show off our work.  We will present any aspects of our work, including 
work-in-progress designs and the completed projects in articles on web-sites, in 
magazine articles and in books.  Your company name and references will be 
included only if agreed with you in advance. 
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PAYMENT SCHEDULE 

We're sure you understand how important it is as a small business that you pay 
the invoices that we send you promptly. As we're also sure you'll want to stay 
friends, you agree to stick tight to the following payment schedule with a payment 
method such as Stripe, BACS, or Swift. 

Where there is to be full ownership with full payment, the schedule is: 

1. With your instruction, 20% deposit 
2. By midway of the project timescales, an additional 40% 
3. At the point, the system is to go-live the remaining 40% 

Where there is a monthly subscription, or ongoing service, the schedule is: 

1. At the beginning of the service: 
a. one month's fees are due, plus 
b. the sign-up fee which is retained for your last month of service i.e. 

you are in credit by one month 
2. Before the last week of each month, the balance of fees for the next 

month. 
3. If multiple services are active, they may be combined, pro-rated and 

synchronised to the same day of each month e.g. 15th so that there are 
fewer invoices (and fewer transactions) each month. 

PAYMENT DETAILS 

We issue invoices electronically and manually. Our payment terms are 14 days 
from the date of invoice by Stripe credit card payment with an additional 1.9% fee, 
BACS or the SWIFT international payments system. All proposals are quoted in 
GBP and payments will be made in GBP. 

You agree to pay all charges associated with international transfers of funds. The 
relevant bank account details will be printed on our electronic invoice. 

OVERDUE PAYMENTS 

If you stop paying or are late paying by the due date or your balance expires, we 
will also stop our services.  If the account remains overdue for more than 1 month, 
we may also choose to terminate the services. 
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But where's all the horrible small print? 

Just like a parking ticket, neither of us can transfer this contract to anyone else 
without the other's permission. 

We both agree to adhere to all relevant laws and regulations concerning our 
activities under this contract.  We won't cause the other to breach any applicable 
laws or regulations. 

This contract stays in place and need not be renewed. If for some reason one part 
of this contract becomes invalid or unenforceable, the remaining parts of it remain 
in place. 

Although the language is simple, the intentions are serious, and this contract is a 
legal document under exclusive jurisdiction of English and Welsh courts. 

The dotted line 

PERSONAL NAME 
written here or from the online order 

Mr John Dickerson MBA BSc(Hons) MInstP 
DIRECTOR 

 

 

 

Signed by and on behalf of 
COMPANY NAME 
written here or from the online order 

Date 
written here or from the online order 

Signed by and on behalf of 
JEJO INNOVATION LTD 
 

Date 
written here or from the online order 

Everyone should sign above and keep a copy of this document for their records. 

If the order is placed online, the information in red will be taken from that order, 
e.g. company name and address, and services requested.  We are also pleased 
to provide a written version of this document so that the red text contains the 
actual information related to this Agreement upon request. 

CHANGES 

When we mutually agree to any changes, they will be recorded with reference to 
the original order or Agreement and a fresh signature or acknowledgement 
obtained for each of them. 

END 
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